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Extracting text from images has a number of uses in aug-
mented reality, such as translation (Word Lens). An im-
portant �rst step in text extraction is text detection which 
produces a clean binarization of text present in the image. 

Prior successful text detection algorithms have observed 
that text is often a maximally stable extremal region 
(MSER) [1]. I implemented a variation of Chen ‘11 in 
MATLAB:

Input and output of text detection, and a potential appli-
cation (Word Lens on iPhone).

A Number of changes were necessary to adapt the MSER 
algorithm to the ISP:

LOCALLY ADAPTIVE THRESHOLDING

Instead of using MSERs, I used the locally adaptive 
thresholding algorithm descriped in [2]. �is algorithm 
uses the mean and variance within a window, which can 
be computed e�ciently using a summed area table (SAT).  
SATs have been show to be vectorizable [3].

APPROXIMATE REGION LABELING

Region labeling is typically implemented as a serial pro-
cess. To vectorize region labeling, I propagate labels one 
direction at a time:

1. Find MSERs in the image
2. Perform a ‘stroke width transform’ that �nds an approxi-

mation of the stroke width at each pixel.
3. Label the MSER regions
4. Eliminate MSER regions that are too large/small, have 

an unlikely w/h ratio, or an inconsistant stroke width.
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Image Signal Processors (ISPs) process data o� the camera 
sensor prior to writing it to memory. In order to meet the 
desired power envelope, algorithms on an ISP have a few 
key limitations:

• The image is streamed through the ISP line by line, and 
only a limited amout of bu�ering is available (~10 lines)

• The algorithm must be vectorizable to attain high 
throughput

A number of false positives remain after 
eliminating regions based on local proper-
ties like w/h ratio (left). �ese are elimi-
nated by detecting which pairs of charac-
ters lie on a line with regions of similar 

size and shape. I didn’t attempt to vectorize this because it 
wouldn’t be well suited to run on the ISP.

IMAGE PYRAMID

�e ISP doesn’t have enough bu�ering to hold large re-
gions in memory. Instead, I build an image pyramid and 
eliminate large regions in the coarsest pyramid level, 
which can �t in memory.

While the precision of the ISP algorithm is worse than 
the MSER algorithm, it is signi�cantly faster:

73 Arithmatic Ops
3-4 passes through memory
6 2048 byte lookup tables
9 extra bytes per pixel at peak (possibly less)
15x faster wall clock time (unoptimized)
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